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Spotlight

News

API has already had a great start in 2015.
Thank you to those who joined us for the
meeting. There are lots of things in the process of being scheduled. It is going to be an
exciting year!
We had an awesome first investigation of
the year in Bella Vista, AR. It was cold and
wet but we had a great time. We are starting
to review evidence so if you are interested in
helping, contact Alan

Michelle Young—
Investigator

Don’t forget to invite all your friends to
join our Facebook page!

Michelle was born and
raised in Odessa, TX. She
has always been very active
in music, theater, art and
church. She spent many
years acting and working
behind the scenes at The
Globe of the Great Southwest, a replica of Shakespeare's Globe Theatre.
While there, she had many
paranormal experiences and
became interested in learning more. Three years ago,
her husband, Jeff, got involved with API and
Michelle would help review
evidence. Now, she is the
“Multi-media Specialist” of
the team, doing the newsletter, Facebook page and the
website. She enjoys being a
contributing member of this
awesome team!

Upcoming Events
April ?— Opposition Cemetery
June ? - Centerton Days
June or July? - Crescent Hotel
September ? - Myrtle’s Plantation

Stay tuned for more
information on these events
and more!

API Investigation Photos

API First Investigation of
2015
In Bella Vista, AR
(Alan Silva, Jeff Young,
Michelle Young,
Carol Martindale,
Myrna Coyle)

Just a fun API picture of
our team.
(Alan Silva, Jeff Young,
Kim Elliott,
Jimmy Pottridge,
Michelle Young,
Carol Martindale,
Myrna Coyle,
Tammy Elliott,
Beckie Moore)

API Ghost Hunting FAQ
1.

What is the definition of Paranormal? —Events that cannot be explained by
science or natural causes.

2. What is a haunting?—phenomenon such as noises, Smells, Visual phenomenon, movement of objects, Electrical items turning on and off, doors opening and
closing, just to name a few that have no Natural or Scientific explanation.

Ghost Hunting Basics

Taking Pictures


Look closely at the orbs. They could actually be some sort of airborne debris, pollen, dust, etc.



Smoke away from the location, this can appear like mist on the photos so you
don't want to contaminate your evidence.



Watch for dust or dirt being stirred up in the area you are photographing. They
can give false positive pictures.



All long hair should be tied back or under a hat, again this is to eliminate any false
positive pictures and to give the skeptics less ammunition.



Remove or tie up any camera straps so you don't take a picture of that, it looks like
a vortex when photographed.



Don't bother with your cameras viewfinder. Hold the camera out in front of you
and aim at the area you want to take a picture of. Many newer digital cameras do
not even come with view finders. This also helps in cold weather by keeping your
camera away from your breath.



Watch for reflective surfaces and make notes of them. The flash reflected off
shiny surfaces such as windows, polished tombstones, etc. can look like an orb or
other anomaly. Make note of street lights and any other light source that may appear on the film.



Let fellow investigators know when you are taking a photo so that you don't get
double flashes and the night scope operators can look away. If you think you have
a double flash photo or any other false positive, log the picture number so you can
exclude that photo from the batch when they are developed. Night scope operators can get eye damage if they are looking at a flash through the scope so this is
important.



In cold weather be conscious of your breath so you don't photograph that, it'll look
like ectoplasm mist. If you think you may have, log that picture number and discard it when you develop the pictures.



Many people like to ask the spirit if they can take their picture , it can't hurt.



Take pictures anywhere and everywhere. If you feel some thing or someone else
does, take a picture. Did you think you saw something, take a picture. Take photos whenever you get a positive readings on any piece of equipment.



Sometimes you will see an orb, mist or sparkles in your flash or others flashes,
take more pictures right there, you may be near a spirit.

Audio and Video Recording


You can set up stationary recorders and just let them run or you can walk around
with them. During audio recording, ask questions whether general ones or ones
specific to a certain spirit. You can find a few ideas of question on or near the
gravestones (i.e. how did you die, ask who left flowers, who is the president, did
you live here, etc.)



Make sure you view or listen to the whole recording. EVPs are usually not heard
at the time of recording but are heard only after the tape is reviewed.

*

Review notes where you should have recorded any normal sounds as well as
unexplained ones (dogs barking, cars, etc.) This way you can tell what a sound is
that wasn't heard by you at the time but is now on the tape.

Ghost Hunting E-Book

Ghost Hunting
If you've been looking for a no-nonsense guide to get
you quickly started on your first ghost hunt or to
help improve your next one, then you've found it.
With our simple, concise ghost hunting guidelines,
tools and expert tips you can become an effective
ghost hunter or paranormal investigator in your own
right and save time, money, and effort while avoiding embarrassing and
costly mistakes. Let us help guide you to the best results possible.
Through first-hand experience, unique insights, and proven techniques,
you'll be able to handle hauntings and other ghostly activity simply and
inexpensively while keeping a cool head and a steady hand.
This report scrapes away the fluff and filler and helps you hit the ground
running with key guidelines and insights that will help ensure that your
search for ghostly and paranormal activity is a success.

This Amazing Report Will Open Your Eyes
Dreaming of successfully hunting and sighting ghosts is one thing. Taking
the steps to actually live that dream is another. This report will open your
eyes to what is possible and how to start making your ghost hunting ambitions a reality.

A Ghost in Every House - A Guide to Ghost Hunting,
Hauntings, and the Paranormal draws from thousands
of hours of research and first-hand experience. It pulls no
punches and tells it like it really is.
This Comprehensive Report Explodes the Myths
and Exposes the Truth
Forget the media hype. If you want to know what a real
ghost hunt or paranormal investigation is all about then you owe it to
yourself to gather as many behind-the-scenes and in-the-trenches insights
as possible. It's the nuts & bolts, proper background information, and due
consideration of others that make all the difference between success and
frustration. We've compiled and distilled the very best and most useful information available from years of research activity.
Bulging with a wealth of information, guidelines, resources, links and tips,
this comprehensive report has something for everyone.








Written by ghost hunters 
for ghost hunters.
Scores of links and resources.
Complete set of forms & 
sample letters.

Comprehensive guidelines.

Self-assessment information.
100% Ironclad, No-Risk,

8-week Money Back
Guarantee "plus".

A wealth of information on
countless aspects of ghost
hunting, hauntings, and
the paranormal.
Absolutely-must-do
checklists.
Eye-opening charts, tables and graphics.
Invaluable insider tips,
secrets, surveys and insights.
Empowers you to take the
next step.

Order Today for Only
US$17.97

Here's How to Order Right Now!
Click here for an instant download of A Ghost in Every House - A Guide to
Ghost Hunting, Hauntings, and the Paranormal. You may pay by credit
card, debit card, electronic check, or PayPal. Once your transaction is approved, you'll be directed to a special page where you'll download the report. For your safety and privacy, we've contracted with ClickbankKeynetics for digital delivery of your report. All transactions take place
on their secure servers using the latest SSL encryption technology. The
charges will appear on your credit card or checking statement as
"Clickbank."

Immediate Access - Instant Download
Click Here to Order Now
You'll be downloading and reading your report in just a few minutes. We
know you'll find it fascinating, comprehensive, enjoyable and one heck of
a bargain.
To your ghost hunting success,

' The Ghost-Hunting.org Team

Just For Fun!

Arkansas Paranormal Investigations
Please feel free to visit our website for more information about requesting an investigation or
joining the group.
www.paranormalbeliever.com

To remove your name from our mailing list, please click here.
Questions or comments? E-mail us at aspilot@aol.com.

Contributors
Alan Silva—Founder/Director
Tammy Elliot—Secretary
Carol Martindale—Researcher
Michelle Young—Newsletter, Facebook, website

